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Peach Bottomn Rile July 20, 1962

Donald J. Skbvholt, Chief$ EminnisG Branch
Division of Liconsing and Regulation

MCMrI>-G JMJY 18, 1962 WITH V. B)Yle

Xr. Boyer visited on July 18, J.962 to discuss the Peach Bottom
training prograz and, in particular, the qualifications of the
eleven persons proposed for cold licenses. The substantial delays
Ft Pormi and the EGCR have neessitated several changes in the
program. Unless the Peach Bottom schsdule slips greatly, it
appears that training on the EGCR (the only available gas cooled
redctor) is not possible in timo.

It appears probable that a reactor simulator will be purchaseds
This is tentativoly (optiwdstically) planned for delivery to the
trainees, at the GA offices, in March 63 and to the reactor site
in August 63. Rleactor startup is planned for June- 1964.

In consideration of the past and proposed training of the eleven
applicants and that they all will have a year's on-vito experience
and simulator training, the follo'.ng conclusions regarding
eligibility for cold licenses were reached.

1.. Boyer-Certifications of oporating competence by Du4uesne
Light (Shipping port) and General Atomics (Peach Bottom critical)
will be acceptable in lieu of an A.IEC license. At Shippingport,
Mre Boyer took exam similar to that for Naval Reactors license imd
passed (grade 97%). He also plans short training priods At R7UTS
and rankee.

2. Kemper-He has spent over a year at Fermi as a shift supervisor
and done ;uch equipment checkout, operator training and procedure ,
writing but, due to Ferai schedule, has not actually operated. Phil.
GM.E needs. to pull him from Fermi to weor3 on Peach Bottom. In view
of; his Limited operating experience, I stated that an AC license
would be required and that, if it was inconvenient for him to stay at
ibir& thru this fall, he could return. next year for short refresher and
hot license exam on Fermi. Taking only the written exam was not
acceptable.
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3. Cooney-With O1L operations supervisor course and three
additional months on 0'-NL reactors as well as six or more z'nths
at hTS, I stated that WM;L certificate and Philips certification
on ETR critical and MT.-rT- operation would serve in lieu of AEC
license.

4, vieo Reactor pgineers- In addition to the VITRD training
program (discussed below) the entire operating experience of these
people will be nine or more months each at URTS. I stated T would
accept the Philips certification on the ErR critical and UR-ISTf
operation but in view of the liited variety of experience, I
strongly suggested some additional training on operation of a Cas
test loop, Thie could probably be done at the HTR or MR but, if
not, at the helimu loop in the GPMR. Note that these five persons
are directly ii charge of reactor operation.

0. Oibbon-Although he in completing tho ORIL Operator Supervisor
course, this is his only reactor operating experience. I stated he
should be trained and licensed on a power reactor. Saxton or VB1R,
which Mr. Boyer thought might be available, were acceptable.

6. Kohler-Although his extensive period 4 Fermi was valuable, it
did not give operating experience and I stated that he should be
trained and liconsed on a power reactor.

7* feischman-With the VITRO training and a miniuium of six months
in Idaho, I would accept a:Phillips certification of proficiency
on the ETR critical and MTR-ETR reactors in lieu of an ABC license.

We discussed the VITRO training programi at length. I-got a favorable
impression of it. It certainly looked good from tho program
description and coarse outline (don't they all.). It.told Yr. Boyer
that I would like to thoroughly evaluate the level and content of the
program and requested that he send me copies of the examinations
given in the course-and an indication of the grades received. Ea
said he would be clad to do so.

Brief discussion of cold exams for the Shift Superintendents was
held. Since these are all non-profesional personnel, I stated that
a power reactor license and substantial training wxould be required
and vuggested.that the present Peach Bottom plan (to have these
persons wait for hot license exams) was smach more practical.


